We propose a depth-of-interaction (DOI)-encoding method to extract continuous DOI information using a single-layer scintillation crystal array with single-ended readout for cost-effective high-resolution positron emission tomography (PET). DOI information is estimated by different light dispersions along the x-and y-directions tailored by the geometric shape of reflectors around the crystals. The detector module comprised a 22 × 22 array of unpolished LGSO crystals (2.0 × 2.0 × 20 mm 3 ). A multi-anode photomultiplier tube with 64 anodes measured light dispersion in the crystal array. Gain nonuniformity of each anode was corrected by an analogue gain compensation circuit. DOI information was determined from peaks in the x and y anodesignal distributions normalized by the total energy of the distribution. Average DOI resolution (full width at half maximum, FWHM) over all crystals and depths was estimated to be 4.2 mm. Average energy resolution from the 2 to 18 mm DOI positions was 11.3% ± 0.79%, with 13% difference in photo-peak positions. Average time resolutions (FWHM) were 320-356 ps. Energy, time and DOI resolutions were uniform over all crystal positions except at the array's edge. This DOI-PET detector shows promise for applications that require high resolution and sensitivity at low cost.
Introduction
A positron emission tomography (PET) detector with depth-of-interaction (DOI) capability allows PET scanners to achieve both high spatial resolution and high sensitivity (MacDonald and Dahlbom 1998 , Jagoda et al 2004 , Lee 2010 , Ito et al 2011 . Many DOI-encoding detectors have been developed for preclinical and organ-specific PET scanners. These PET scanners demand high spatial resolution and sensitivity mainly because of the small size of the imaging targets (Karp and Daube-Withespoon 1987 , Worstell et al 2004 , Murayama et al 1998 , Levin 2000 , Shao et al 2000 , Liu et al 2001 , Zhang et al 2002 , Tsuda et al 2004 , Yang et al 2006 , Braem et al 2007 , Du et al 2007 , Jung et al 2007 , Hong et al 2008 , Ito et al 2010a , Vandenbroucke et al 2010 , Freifelder and Karp 1997 , Muehllehner 1976 .
The DOI information is useful for reducing the parallax error that is caused by mispositioning a line of response at the peripheral field of view (FOV) of these preclinical and organ-specific PET scanners, which have a small-ring structure and narrow crystals. Reducing the parallax error enhances the spatial resolution of these scanners at the peripheral FOV while maintaining high sensitivity (Derenzo et al 1989 , MacDonald and Dahlbom 1998 , Moses 2001 , Kim et al 2007 , Visser et al 2009 , Ito et al 2011 . The improved spatial resolution at the peripheral FOV also allows the PET scanner to provide a larger fraction of useful FOV for the physical bore size.
Although many DOI-encoding PET detectors have been proposed, most have not yet translated into commercial systems mainly because of their cost (Lewellen 2008) . This is because they require additional crystal arrays or photosensors to extract DOI information, which increases the number of crystals and photosensors required. Thus, recent efforts have focused on developing low-cost DOI-encoding detectors that do not require multiple crystal arrays or dual-ended readout (Lewellen 2010) .
One of the most investigated low-cost DOI detectors is a monolithic-crystal PET detector in which the DOI information (in the z-direction) is estimated from the extent of light dispersion in a monolithic crystal slab (Cherry et al 1995 , Delorme et al 1996 , Joung et al 2002 , Bruyndonckx et al 2003 , 2007 , Ling et al 2007 , Schaart et al 2009 , Vinke et al 2010 . The location (in the x-and y-directions) of gamma-ray interactions in the crystal is calculated from the centroid (median point) of light dispersion. However, exact positioning of the gamma-ray events at the edge and corner of the crystal is still challenging because the light distribution is distorted at the side surfaces of the crystal owing to light reflection.
Another approach is to use a single-layer pixelated crystal array and a single-ended readout scheme. The use of a pixelated crystal array brings the advantage of easy identification of the gamma ray-interacted crystals by calculating and segmenting a flood histogram (x-and y-position map). Several designs for tailoring DOI dependence on light distribution or output pulse shape have been proposed to extract DOI information (i.e. cMiCE detector, phosphorcoated crystal detector, light crosstalk dispersion detector) (Miyaoka and Lewellen 1998 , Lewellen et al 2002 , Du et al 2009 , Yang et al 2009 .
We have proposed a novel PET detector concept to measure continuous DOI information in a single-layer crystal array using a single-ended readout (Ito et al 2010b) . With this detector, DOI information (in the z-direction) can be extracted from the different light dispersion patterns along the x-and y-directions tailored by the geometric shape of the reflectors around the crystals, as shown in figure 1 .
The aim of this study was to verify experimentally the concept of measuring DOI information and to investigate its performance. We built the detector block and then evaluated energy, time and DOI performances and its crystal identification capability. 
Materials and methods

Detector module and experimental setup
We constructed the DOI-encoding detector using a single-layer (22 × 22) scintillation crystal array and a single-ended readout scheme. The crystal array consisted of rough (unpolished, or 'as cut') 2.0 × 2.0 × 20 mm 3 LGSO crystals (Lu 1.9 Gd 0.1 SiO 5 :Ce; Hitachi Chemical, Tokyo, Japan). Each crystal was placed in a 3M enhanced specular reflector (ESR) grid that had been created by crossing the reflector strips in triangle-shaped teeth, as shown in figure 1. Because of the triangular teeth, the crystals were partially covered by the reflectors. Scintillation light can spread through the uncovered surface into the neighboring crystals. All but one of the outer surfaces of the crystal array were covered by ESR reflectors; the final surface was optically coupled to the entrance window of a flat-panel multianode photomultiplier tube (PMT) (H8500; Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan).
The H8500 PMT provides one dynode output and an 8 × 8 anode output array (Lee et al 2012) . To reduce the number of output channels and correct any gain nonuniformity of individual anodes, the 64 anodes were connected to the resistor-matrix chain. This circuit sums up the anode signals along each anode row and column after gain correction to provide eight row-sum and eight column-sum analogue outputs (Popov et al 2006) . These 16 output signals were digitalized and transferred to a personal computer through a VME module (V2718; CAEN, Viareggio, Italy). Using these 16 outputs, we measured the energy spectrum and light distribution for DOI-and crystal-position identification.
The dynode signal from H8500 PMT was used to generate the coincidence trigger signal with a reference detector and measure the timing properties. The reference detector-composed of a Hamamatsu fast PMT (R9800) and a polished LYSO crystal (4.0 × 4.0 × 10 mm 3 ) (SIPAT, Chongqing, China)-yielded a time resolution of 198 ps (Lee et al 2011 , Ito et al 2012 .
The anode signal of the reference detector and the dynode signal for testing the DOIencoding detector were connected to a constant fraction discriminator (CFD) (model 935; ORTEC, Atlanta, GA, USA) with a 1.0 ns delay. Using the CFD output signals with the width of 20 ns, the coincidence trigger signals were generated by the Logic module (AND mode, model N455; CAEN), as shown in figure 2(a) ; the coincidence time window was 40 ns because of the width of the CFD output signals. The arrival times of CFD outputs were acquired by a time-to-digital converter (V775N; CAEN) with a common stop mode for timing a measurement.
'Front on' and 'side on' irradiation experiments
The flood histogram of the detector was measured by the 'front on' irradiation test setup. The reference detector and 22 Na radiation source were placed 40 cm away from the DOI detector for uniform irradiation of 511 keV gamma rays to all crystals in the DOI detector.
The 'side on' irradiation test, shown in figure 2(b), was performed to obtain individual performances at each depth in the crystals. Gamma rays emitted from the 22 Na source were collimated by two lead blocks and irradiated on the side of the crystal array. We changed the irradiation depth at 4 mm intervals (from the 2 mm to the 18 mm DOI positions) and measured energy and time properties and the DOI resolutions at these positions. While measuring the DOI-dependent performances, the other experimental conditions were fixed.
Crystal identification
For crystal identification of a whole crystal array in the detector, data were obtained by 'front-on' irradiation test setup. With this setup, we measured a flood map (two-dimensional histogram of the gamma-ray interaction position) integrated over all depths in the crystals. The flood map was calculated as the weighted mean by row-sum and column-sum signal distributions (P y and P x , respectively) as illustrated in figure 2(a).
Energy performance
Energy performances at each depth (2-18 mm at 4 mm intervals) were measured by 'side on' irradiation setup. Based on the flood map, depth-dependent energy performances were estimated at different crystal locations. The energy spectrum was calculated from the total of 16 output signals (8 row-sum and 8 column-sum signals) divided by 2; the total sum of the 16 signals is a double summation of all anode signals. We evaluated energy resolutions and energy peak positions (energy peak shift) as functions of the depth and crystal location. The energy peak shift as a function of depth can be used for energy calibration for better scatter rejection.
Time performance
Time performances as a function of the depth (2-18 mm at 4 mm intervals) were also measured by the 'side on' irradiation setup. Based on the crystal location information obtained from the flood map, we compared the time resolution and time walk as a function of the depth among 
DOI performance
DOI performance was also measured by 'side on' irradiation, and compared as a function of the crystal locations. We estimated the DOI positions by comparing the P x and P y distributions. As shown in figure 1, scintillation light photons spread in different directions in the upper and lower halves of the crystal array. Also, the extent of light dispersion changes depended on the DOI position because of the triangular shape of the reflectors. Accordingly, the DOI position can be determined from the difference in light dispersions in the x-and y-directions. The P x and P y distributions were normalized by the energy (total output) of individual gamma-ray events. We determined DOI positions from the difference in peak amplitudes (DOI = a x -A · a y ) between the P x and P y distributions normalized by the energy (where A is a constant). The a x and a y are the peak amplitudes of the raw signal distributions (P x and P y ) devised by the energy of each event; we did not use curve fitting to extract the peak amplitudes. The constant A was determined from the slope of a x versus a y graph (2D-plot); we used the same constant A (A = 2.5) for the calculation of DOI at all different crystal locations. We did so because this DOI index, which is based on peak values of light distributions, yielded the best DOI resolution.
Results
Crystal identification
The relative advantage of using a pixelated crystal array instead of a monolithic crystal slab is simple crystal identification on a flood map. The flood map was generated by calculating the x-and y-positions of each gamma-ray interaction with the crystals with 'front-on' irradiation ( figure 3(a) ). Each x-and y-position was estimated as the weighted mean by P x and P y , respectively. The flood map revealed that the crystals were well resolved, except those located at the edge of the crystal array. The two neighboring edge crystals, however, can be resolved in the flood maps obtained by 'side-on' irradiation at each DOI position ( figure 3(b) ). Figure 3 (b) also shows that the centers of two crystal positions shift inside the map as the DOI position increases. The depth-dependent shift of crystal position at the edge of the crystal array is in accord with the results of a Monte Carlo simulation conducted in our previous study (Ito et al 2010b) .
Energy properties
The energy and time properties of the DOI detector were measured by 'side-on' gammaray irradiation. As previously described, we measured these properties according to the DOI position while we adjusted the 'side-on' irradiation depth to various points between 2 and 18 mm. Figure 4 shows the energy spectra measured at different DOI positions (gamma ray irradiation depths), which were obtained at the center crystal of the array. Figure 5 shows the energy resolution ( figure 5(a) ) and photo-peak position ( figure 5(b) ) as a function of the DOI position. The uniform energy resolution values along the DOI positions yielded an average energy resolution of 11.3% ± 0.79%. position becomes lower as the DOI position is farther from the PMT surface. The difference in photo-peak between the 2 and 18 mm DOI positions was approximately 13%. This difference indicates that energy calibration using the DOI information can be useful for better scatter rejection in PET systems that incorporate this DOI detector. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the coincidence time difference ( t) measured at different DOI positions and at the center crystal. Figure 7 shows the (single) time resolution (figure 7(a)) and centroid ( figure 7(b) ) of the t distribution ( figure 6 ) as a function of the DOI position. The time resolutions were calculated as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the t distribution and corrected for the contribution of the timing uncertainty of the reference detector (198 ps). Generally, better time resolution was obtained at DOI positions closer to the PMT surface (320 ps at 2 mm versus. 356 ps at 18 mm). indicates generation of a 'time walk' (difference in light transport time) was caused by the different DOI positions as the distance between the irradiation source and the target was fixed in this experiment. The time walk between the 2 and 18 mm DOI positions was approximately 340 ps. Figure 8 shows the energy and time resolutions as a function of the DOI position and crystal location. These performances were generally uniform along the crystals located from the center to the edge of the array but were slightly degraded at the edge of the crystal.
Time properties
DOI identification
The DOI information was derived from the difference in light distribution along the x-and y-directions inside the crystal array. Figure 9 shows P x and P y distributions, which were normalized by the total sum of the signals. These average signal distributions (figure 9) were measured at the center of the crystal array (11th crystal in x-direction and 12th in y-direction). Note that the P x and P y distributions changed differently as the DOI position changed. As the DOI position became farther away from the PMT surface (from 2 to 18 mm) the peak height of the P x distribution decreased, whereas the P y distribution showed a change in the opposite direction (increased peak height). Therefore, we used the DOI index that reflects the difference between the peak heights of the P x and P y distributions (maximums of raw-signals); we did not use any curve fitting to estimate peak positions. Figure 10 shows the DOI index distributions measured at the center crystal of the array. The red, orange, yellow, green and blue lines in figure 10 correspond to each DOI position (from 2 to 18 mm at 4 mm intervals away from the PMT surface). The average DOI resolution was 4.3 mm, which was calculated as the FWHM of each DOI index distribution, each of which was calibrated by the distance between the peaks (Ito et al 2010b) . Figure 11 shows the DOI response as a function of the DOI position and crystal location. The circles and error bars indicate the centroid and the FWHM of the DOI index distributions, respectively. These plots of the DOI index as a function of the DOI position have a repeatable sawtooth pattern (four bumps). The pattern exactly matches the gaps between the anode cells in the H8500, indicating bias for estimations of the peak values (a x and a y ) for crystals above these gaps. 
Discussion
In this novel DOI detector, we employed unpolished LGSO crystals to enable light dispersion between neighboring crystals through the rough crystal surface not covered by reflectors. The use of unpolished crystals yields more scatter of scintillation light photons and longer pathways of light transport to the PMT surface than polished crystals because the scintillation light is diffused on the rough surface of crystal. The increased scatter and longer transport lead to more light attenuation, which causes the photo-peak in the energy spectrum to decrease as the distance between the DOI position and the PMT surface increases ( figure 5(b) ). In addition, the time walk between the 2 and 18 mm DOI positions was estimated to be relatively longer (340 ps) than when polished crystals were used (100-200 ps) (Shibuya et al 2008 , Vinke et al 2010 , Spanoudaki and Levin 2011 . This time walk information as a function of DOI position can be utilized for elevating the timing performance of this detector at the system level as the time resolution at each DOI position ranges from 320 to 356 ps (Ito et al 2011) .
In the previous study using Monte Carlo simulation (Ito et al 2010b) , we determined the DOI position based on the variances of x-and y-signal distributions (P x and P y ). Meanwhile, in this study, we used the difference in peak amplitudes of P x and P y because of its simplicity in the real-time calculation of DOI that will be needed in the future implementation of this method. Although the length of the triangular teeth was not different in the upper and lower halves of the crystal array (the same reflector grids were symmetrically arranged in the x-and ydirections), the DOI-dependent amplitude change in normalized P y distributions (figure 9(b)) was relatively smaller than that in normalized P x distributions (figure 9(a)). The difference is because the two major factors that determine light dispersion (teeth width and transport path length) act cooperatively in the x-direction but not in the y-direction. In the x-direction, light dispersion tailored by the reflector shape increases as the distance between the DOI position and the PMT surface increases. The light dispersion due to longer transportation from the DOI position to the PMT surface also increases as the distance increases. On the other hand, the triangular teeth in y-direction headed to PMT surface, making larger light dispersion as DOI position is closer to the PMT. The opposite effects between light dispersions by the reflector shape and by the light transportation would hinder the DOI-dependent amplitude change in the P y distribution. The peak amplitudes of the P x and P y distributions were used to calculate the DOI index. The pitch of sensitive pixels in the H8500 PMT (6 × 6 mm 2 ) is approximately three times larger than the cross section of the crystal used in this study (2 × 2 mm 2 ). We expect that the photo-sensors with smaller pixel size (e.g., H9500 PMT or silicon photomultiplier arrays; Yamamoto et al 2011 , Yoon et al 2012 provide more accurate light distribution estimations, improving DOI resolution.
Summary and conclusion
We developed a prototype DOI PET detector module composed of a single-layer pixelated crystal array and single-ended readout scheme to attain high spatial resolution and sensitivity. Our ultimate goal was to apply it to small animal and specific organ imaging at relatively low cost. In contrast to other well-known low-cost detectors based on a monolithic crystal slab, this continuous DOI detector with its pixelated crystal array enables simple crystal identification using a flood histogram. Uniform energy resolution of 11.3% ± 0.79% was obtained from the 2 to the 18 mm DOI position. Timing resolution was excellent but depended on the DOI position, the time ranging from 320 to 356 ps. Average DOI resolution was estimated to be 4.2 mm. All the energy, time and DOI performances were uniform along the crystals located from the center to the edge of the crystal array but were slightly degraded at the edge of the crystal. We concluded that the prototype continuous DOI PET detector shows promise for applications that require high resolution and sensitivity.
